INSTRUCTIONS: How to Properly Heat Your Meals

**Confetti Pancakes:**
- Oven Temperature – 300°F
- Heating time approximately 11-13 minutes
- Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
- *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

**Cocoa Puff Bar:**
- Oven Temperature – 300°F
- Heating time approximately 11-13 minutes
- Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
- *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

**Morning Honey Wheat Breakfast Bun:**
Serve cold or at room temperature

**Apple Bites:**
- Serve cold or at room temperature

**Double Chocolate Chip Muffin:**
- Serve cold or at room temperature

**WOW PBJ Sandwich:**
- Serve cold or at room temperature

**Turkey and Cheese Sandwich:**
- Keep Cold and Serve cold

**Yogurt and String Cheese:**
- Keep Cold and Serve cold

**Galaxy Cheese or Pepperoni Pizza:**
- Oven Temperature – 325°F
- Heating time approximately 12-16 minutes
- Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
- *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

**Quesrito Burrito:**
- Oven Temperature – 300°F
- Heating time approximately 11-13 minutes
- Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
- *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

**Mini Cheeseburger:**
- Oven Temperature – 300°F
- Heating time approximately 11-13 minutes
- Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
- *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*
INSTRUCTIONS: How to Properly Heat Your Meals

Spaghetti with Meat sauce:
• Oven Temperature – 325°F
• Heating time approximately 12-16 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Taco Snack Burrito:
• Oven Temperature – 300°F
• Heating time approximately 11-13 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Classic Cheese Burger:
• Oven Temperature – 300°F
• Heating time approximately 15-20 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Shamrock Chicken Nuggets:
• Oven Temperature – 350°F
• Heating time approximately 10-15 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Pepperoni Calzone:
• Oven Temperature – 325°F
• Heating time approximately 10-12 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Bean & Cheese Burrito:
• Oven Temperature – 300°F
• Heating time approximately 11-15 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

Double Dogs:
• Oven Temperature – 300°F
• Heating time approximately 10-15 minutes
• Heat until internal temperature reaches 165°F
• *Entrée is hot let entree sit in wrapper for 1 minute before opening and removing*

All Vegetables, Fruits and Milk:
• Should be kept at – 40°F or lower